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clearly demonstrate their wrath and power: killing family pets, sexually assaulting individuals, even causing
two people to be institutionalized. The demons' next target is the current homeowner, Helen. When the
entities take possession and urge Helen toward murder and madness, LaChance must engage in a hairraising battle for her soul. Selected as one of the Best Books of 2008 by the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
The Bell Witch - Brent Monahan 2000-06-19
A witness to the only documented incident in which a spirit is credited with killing a human being, Richard
Powell relates to his daughter the macabre tale of the Bell Witch that haunted the Bell family of Robertson
County, Tennessee. Reprint. 12,500 first printing.
Salem VI - Jack Heath 2012-09
SALEM, MASS. - Newspaper editor John Andrews thought he’d lost everything when his wife was killed, but
when timeless bloodlines reemerge Andrews realizes that a tragic accident may actually have been murder,
and even worse, might be part of a battle between good and evil that has gone on hundreds of years.
Angels Unaware - Lisa Deangelis 2021-06-08
Outcast Darcy Willickers doesn't care what the 1930's coal mining town of Galen, Pennsylvania thinks of
her. She, along with her unusual mother and sisters, live at The Hospitality Inn. A dilapidated hotel they
own and operate which tends to mysteriously attract misfit wayfarers, instead of actual paying guests.
Trying to keep her family fed and a roof over their heads is hard enough for Darcy without having to fend
off the obsessive attentions of the local sinister minister's son. Into Darcy's precarious life steps Luca
D'Angeli, a handsome young Italian immigrant with no idea that loving Darcy may well destroy them both...
Bell Witch - 2008-01

The Bell Witch - John FD Taff 2022-01-10
SOMETIMES THE SCARIEST TALES ARE TRUE Inspired by actual events. It's 1817, and Tennessee is on
the western frontier as America expands into the unknown. In idyllic Adams County, home of the Bell
family, there exists a collection of tight-knit rural communities with deeply held beliefs. And even more
deeply buried secrets. Jack and Lucy Bell operate a prosperous family farm northwest of Nashville where
life with their many children is peaceful. Simple country life. That is until those secrets take on a life of
their own and refuse to remain unspoken. Much has been written about the legend of the Bell Witch of
Tennessee, but the details of the Bell family's terrifying experience with the supernatural have never been
told in quite the way that Bram Stoker Award-nominated horror author John F.D. Taff has conceived. In his
novel, for the first time, the Witch has her own say. And what she reveals about the incident and the dark
motivations behind her appearance reaches way beyond a traditional haunting. Forget what you've read
about this wholly American legend. What you believe you know about the mysterious occurrences on the
Bell farm are wrong. Uncover the long-hidden reality that's far more horrifying than any ghost story you've
ever heard. With an Introduction by Bracken MacLeod, author of Stranded, Mountain Home, and Come to
Dust. Praise for The Bell Witch: "A compelling and frightening read." -- Mark Miller, Ain't it Cool News "An
outstanding read by one of my favorite horror writers of all time." -- Rhiannon Elizabeth Irons, Truly
Disturbing "A compelling ghost story like no other, which will haunt you long after the last page." -- John
Milton, Andy Erupts "A classic ghost story full of creepy sounds, scary nights, and top-notch dialogue. Fans
of great ghost stories now have cause for celebration." -- Gabino Iglesias, Horror Talk "A creepy tale of how
a family tries to forget their past. Reminds one of the movies The Exorcist and The Omen." -- Amin
Chehelnabi, Innsmouth Free Press Proudly presented by Grey Matter Press, the home of multiple Bram
Stoker Award-nominated volumes of horror. Grey Matter Press: Where Dark Thoughts Thrive
An Authenticated History of the Famous Bell Witch - M. Ingram 2019-03
In the first decade of the 1800s, John Bell moved his growing family from North Carolina to the Red River
community in Robertson County, Tennessee. Bell, who became an elder in the Red River Baptist Church,
was well-liked and respected by his neighbors and prospered as a farmer. As Bell worked his farm, a unique
phenomenon occurred. Beginning in 1817 and continuing until 1821, John Bell and his family were
allegedly "haunted" by a devilish spirit called a "witch" known as "Kate." The witch's actions were observed
by many in the community, including the clergy. The events subsided only after Bell's death. Known as the
"Red Book," and including the eyewitness account of Richard Williams Bell, son of John Bell, Ingram's
account is the story of the Bell Witch.
Fast Food Nation - Eric Schlosser 2012
Explores the homogenization of American culture and the impact of the fast food industry on modern-day
health, economy, politics, popular culture, entertainment, and food production.
The Uninvited - Steven A. LaChance 2011-10-08
What kind of evil lives at the Union Screaming House? In this true and terrifying firsthand account, Steven
LaChance reveals how he and his three children were driven from their Union, Missouri, home by demonic
attackers. LaChance chronicles how the house's relentless supernatural predators infest those around
them. He consults paranormal investigators, psychics, and priests, but the demonic attacks—screams,
growls, putrid odors, invisible shoves, bites, and other physical violations—only grow worse. The entities
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American Myths, Legends, and Tall Tales: An Encyclopedia of American Folklore [3 volumes] - Christopher
R. Fee 2016-08-29
A fascinating survey of the entire history of tall tales, folklore, and mythology in the United States from
earliest times to the present, including stories and myths from the modern era that have become an
essential part of contemporary popular culture. • Presents a compelling mix of some 500 entries drawn
from traditional Native American and European American culture as well as Mexican American, African
American, Chinese American, and other national traditions • Includes numerous primary documents that
help readers to pinpoint and understand the origins of different myths and legends as well as how they
evolve over time • Features a wide variety of entries drawn from newer traditions of science fiction, urban
legends, and conspiracy theories • Supplies bibliographic references with each entry that include websites
for further reading and research
The Blood of the Covenant - Brent Jeffrey Monahan 1996-05-16
Jane Seymour, The Haunted Queen - Alison Weir 2019-05-07
“A sumptuous historical novel anchored by its excellent depiction of Jane Seymour, Henry the VIII’s third
queen . . . This is a must for all fans of Tudor fiction and history.”—Publishers Weekly Ever since she was a
child, Jane has longed for a cloistered life as a nun. But her large noble family has other plans, and as an
adult, Jane is invited to the King’s court to serve as lady-in-waiting to Queen Katherine of Aragon. The
devout Katherine shows kindness to all her ladies, almost like a second mother, which makes rumors of
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Henry’s lustful pursuit of Anne Boleyn—also lady-in-waiting to the queen—all the more shocking. For Jane,
the betrayal triggers memories of a haunting incident that shaped her beliefs about marriage. But once
Henry disavows Katherine and secures Anne as his new queen—forever altering the religious landscape of
England—he turns his eye to another: Jane herself. Urged to return the King’s affection and earn favor for
her family, Jane is drawn into a dangerous political game that pits her conscience against her desires. Can
Jane be the one to give the King his long-sought-after son, or will she be cast aside like the women who
came before her? Bringing new insight to this compelling story, Alison Weir marries meticulous research
with gripping historical fiction to re-create the dramas and intrigues of the most renowned court in English
history. At its center is a loving and compassionate woman who captures the heart of a king, and whose life
will hang in the balance for it. Praise for Jane Seymour, The Haunted Queen “Bestselling [Alison] Weir’s
impressive novel shows why Jane deserves renewed attention [and] illustrates Jane’s unlikely journey from
country knight’s daughter to queen of England. . . . From the richly appointed decor to the religious tenor
of the time, the historical ambience is first-rate.”—Booklist (starred review) “Deft, authoritative
biographical fiction . . . a dramatic and empathic portrait of Jane Seymour.”—Kirkus Reviews
The Bell Witch - Brent Monahan 1997
A witness to the only documented incident in which a spirit is credited with killing a human being, Richard
Powell relates to his daughter the macabre tale of the Bell Witch that haunted the Bell family of Robertson
County.
String Follow - Simon Jacobs 2022-02-01
"A work of evil genius that put me in a literal trance and didn't relinquish me until the final page. I loved
every insidious second.” —Mona Awad, author of Bunny A darkly comic suburban Gothic about a malevolent
force that targets a group of Ohio misfits, harnessing their angst for its sinister designs. Something strange
is happening to the teens in Adena, Ohio. A mysterious force is seeking inroads: vulnerabilities to exploit,
friendships to hijack, untapped rage to harness toward its own ends. Who will serve it best? Claire is
abrasive and aimless, embarrassed by her privilege. Weak-willed David entertains fantasies of cultish
orgies, while Tyler covertly takes up residence in his basement. Greg wages war on the voices in his head,
while his sister Beth quietly, furiously unravels. And at the center is the empathetic, naive Sarah. The force
wants her most of all. But will she be the key to its success or its destruction? Eerie, hypnotic, and shot
through with dark comedy, String Follow is a razor-sharp suburban gothic that exposes the sweating,
bleeding truth of how kids become adults in twenty-first-century America. Simon Jacobs blends the
startlingly original and the uncannily familiar, revealing the dark chaos that lurks beneath the surface of
Midwestern suburbia.
The Canterville Ghost - Oscar Wilde 2018-06-26
The Canterville Ghost is a humorous tale of an English ghost, set in Canterville Chase, an ancient English
house that has all the requisite signs of appearing haunted. An American family of six the Otis family moves
into the house despite being warned that the house is haunted. None of the members of the Otis family
believe in the presence of the ghost. However, they keep finding the increasing evidence of the ghost's
presence. Despite that, the Otises refuse to believe that the house is haunted. From clanking chains to
strange apparitions to bloodstains that keep reappearing, they take everything in their stride. They go
about their life as usual, not frightened in the least. Only Virginia, the daughter of the Otis family, believes
that the ghost exists. The narrator of the story is none other than Sir Simon, the ghost himself. He is
characterised by a colorful personality and complex emotions. His regular talks with Virginia about matters
of life and death reveal the complexity of his feelings. 'The Canterville Ghost' first appeared in 'The Court
and Society Review Magazine' in February 1887. It has been adapted for film, theatre, and music.
High-Speed Shudder - Brent Monahan 2019-11-21
CRITICAL PRAISE FOR BRENT MONAHAN "What it is, is a GREAT BOOK. It is what 'The Da Vinci Code'
could have been, if it A) had been better written and B) had had vampires." Goodreads on "The Book of
Common Dread" "The best addition to the vampire legend since Anne Rice'sInterview with the Vampire."
"Indianapolis Star" on "The Book of Common Dread" "An atmospheric and observant narrative too
compelling to put down." "Fangoria" on "An American Haunting" The fear of the dark is the fear of the
unknown. The midnight tap in the attic. The three a.m. thud in the basement. Convince yourself it's nothing.
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Brent Monahan wants to show you it's something. In "High-Speed Shudder," an anthology of fifteen tales
across many genres, fear comes into focus through the lens of a master of suspense, mystery and the
macabre. All of your nightmares await within: from boogeymen to little green men - from childhood's
monsters in the closet to adulthood's demons in the soul. And remember - when the flash goes off, you can
see your fears...and they can see you.
The Psychosocial Implications of Disney Movies - Lauren Dundes 2019-07-11
In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of disciplines present their analyses of Disney
movies and Disney music, which are mainstays of popular culture. The power of the Disney brand has
heightened the need for academics to question whether Disney’s films and music function as a tool of the
Western elite that shapes the views of those less empowered. Given its global reach, how the Walt Disney
Company handles the role of race, gender, and sexuality in social structural inequality merits serious
reflection according to a number of the articles in the volume. On the other hand, other authors argue that
Disney productions can help individuals cope with difficult situations or embrace progressive thinking. The
different approaches to the assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also vary according to the
theoretical perspectives guiding the interpretation of both overt and latent symbolic meaning in the movies.
The authors of the 15 articles encourage readers to engage with the material, showcasing a variety of views
about the good, the bad, and the best way forward.
The Encyclopedia of Ghosts and Spirits - Rosemary Guiley 2000
Covers the realm of ghost folklore and mythology with over five hundred entries on historical sightings,
paranormal research, and supernatural hauntings.
13 Alabama Ghosts and Jeffrey - Kathryn Tucker Windham 1987
Accounts of ghostly and spiritual happenings that are part of Alabama's history.
Haunted Pensacola - Alan Brown 2010-10-01
Discover the ghostly legends of this Florida Panhandle city . . . includes photos! The seaport of Pensacola
may boast the world’s whitest beaches, but there’s a darker history in America’s first settlement . . . It’s no
surprise that one of the nation’s oldest cities is also among the most haunted, with culturally diverse spirits
from the ages of the Spanish founders and British settlers through the turbulent era of the Civil War.
Author and expert Alan Brown presents a survey of unexplained mysteries at Pensacola’s eerie landmarks.
The infamous haunted lighthouse, the ghosts of St. Michael’s Cemetery, and the tale of the headless woman
of Romana Street are just a few of the chilling stories recounted in Haunted Pensacola.
The Bell Witch - Pat Fitzhugh 2009-08-10
A malevolent entity known as the "Bell Witch" terrorized a pioneer Tennessee family from 1817 to 1821,
predicting the future, singing hymns, cursing the preachers, beating the children, and killing John Bell, the
patriarch. The characters and events were real. People from all walks of life--farmers, doctors, lawyers, and
even preachers--witnessed and documented the horrific Bell Witch disturbances. Culminating 22+ years of
extensive research, "The Bell Witch: The Full Account" is an essential tool for those wanting to learn more
about the world's greatest ghost story. Includes photos, footnotes, end notes, appendices, and a
comprehensive index.
The Sceptred Isle Club - Brent Monahan 2003-08
In 1906, Sheriff John LeBrun encounters Arthur Conan Doyle and a near-impossible murder at London's
Sceptred Isle Club.
The Amityville Horror - Jay Anson 2019-12-03
“A fascinating and frightening book” (Los Angeles Times)—the bestselling true story about a house
possessed by evil spirits, haunted by psychic phenomena almost too terrible to describe. In December 1975,
the Lutz family moved into their new home on suburban Long Island. George and Kathleen Lutz knew that,
one year earlier, Ronald DeFeo had murdered his parents, brothers, and sisters in the house, but the
property—complete with boathouse and swimming pool—and the price had been too good to pass up.
Twenty-eight days later, the entire Lutz family fled in terror. This is the spellbinding, shocking true story
that gripped the nation about an American dream that turned into a nightmare beyond imagining—“this
book will scare the hell out of you” (Kansas City Star).
Wanted Undead Or Alive - Jonathan Maberry 2010
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An indispensable guide identifying and describing mankind's enemies: supernatural beasts, ghosts,
vampires, serial killers, etc.-- and unearthing effective, time-proven responses to each horrific threat.
Illusions - Brent Monahan 2014-12-30
"I PERFORM THE SEEMINGLY IMPOSSIBLE BECAUSE I HAVE PRACTICED LONG AND HARD. THERE IS
NO SUCH THING AS MAGIC." So spoke Frank Spiegel, "Master of Illusion," in a shop that shouldn't have
existed in a deserted, desert town in Middle of Nowhere, New Mexico - a missed turn on his way to the Big
Time. Frank knew that his witty stage presence and simple, but elegant, tricks weren't going to get him to
the top. He needed something special - and found it in GAMES AND MAGIC: an Egyptian sarcophagus that
the shopkeeper assured him possessed real magic. His troupe - Sonder, the equipment manager; Dexter,
the prop master, driver and mechanic; Bess, Frank's assistant and the troupe's "mother" - traveled as a
family, all willing to give up their lives for Frank's dream...and the chance to escape their pasts. Now, they
were asked by the shopkeeper to part with "their most precious illusion" to help fulfill that dream. They
would learn that magic was very real - and that the illusion that each of them most prized was that they had
nothing to lose. And on New Year's Eve, the sarcophagus would prove that they were wrong. Dead wrong.
Grave's End - Elaine Mercado 2001
You leave us alone; we'll leave you alone. When Elaine Mercado and her first husband bought their home in
Brooklyn, N. Y., in 1982, they had no idea that they and their two young daughters were embarking on a
thirteen-year nightmare. thin a few days of moving in, Elaine and her older daughter began to experience
the sensation of being watched. Then came scratching noises and weird smells, followed by voices
whispering, maniacal laughter, shadowy figures scurrying along baseboards, and small balls of light
bouncing along the ceilings. From the beginning of the haunting, "suffocating dreams" were experienced by
everyone except the younger daughter. These eventually accelerated to physical aggression directed at
Elaine and both the girls. This book is the true story of how one family tried to cope with living in a haunted
house. It also describes how, with the help of parapsychologist Dr. Hans Holzer and medium Marisa
Anderson, the family discovered the tragic and heartbreaking secrets buried in the house at Grave's End. I
struggle to open my eyes, but achieve nothing but frustration and failure. I am not asleep. I am fully
conscious, in a state of panic unthinkable during the day intolerable in the dark of night, held prisoner by
some tortured, invisible presence, insistent on abruptly invading my slumber. The more I struggle toward
freedom, the more I am pushed into the mattress, perspiring, heart palpitating, a scream involuntarily
silenced within my throat. Some nights I experience my skin being stroked while I fight to regain control of
my body, my sight. Thank God, this was not one of those nights. Tonight it lets me open my eyes, shaken
but unviolated, frightened, but not as frightened as I know I can become. First Runner up for the 2001
Coalition of Visionary Resources (COVR) Award for Best Biographical/Personal Book
The Manhattan Island Clubs - Brent Monahan 2016-03-22
In the summer of 1906, a distinguished member of one of New York's most prestigious and powerful men's
clubs - the Metropolitan Club - is found with his throat slashed, murdered within the club's walls. By all
eyewitness accounts, the murder is another member - a man who, in actuality, wasn't there that night and,
in fact, was across town in plain view of a hundred witnesses who can attest to his innocence. To J. P.
Morgan, founding member of the Metropolitan Club, there is only one man to which he can trust with the
swift and proper resolution of this impossible crime - his one-time nemesis, Sheriff John Le Brun of Jekyl
Island, Georgia. Le Brun, a rough-hewn but brilliant man, is lured to turn of the century New York City by
both his own curiosity about the city itself as well as the puzzle of the crime. Thrust in the midst of the
cream of Manhattan society and intelligentsia, the elite and the powerful - including actor William Gillette,
newspaperman Joseph Pulitzer, architect Stanford White, and financial colossal J. P. Morgan himself - Le
Brun finds himself in a deadly struggle and race against time with an unseen foe, a mind perhaps as nimble
as his own.
An American Haunting - Brent Monahan 2006-05-02
A novel based on the Bell Witch of Adams, Tennessee, a famous 19th century haunting. This is not an
eyewitness account.
Season of the Witch - Troy Taylor 1999-11-01
"The haunted history of the Infamous Bell Witch of Tennessee is America's greatest story and in this new,
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revised and updated edition of Taylor's classic book on the case, you'll come face to face with the blood
chilling creature in a way that you never have before!"--Back cover.
Our Family Trouble the Story of the Bell Witch of Tennessee - Richard W. Bell 2019-03
In the early 1800s John Bell moved his family from North Carolina to the rich bottom lands along the Red
River in Robertson County, Tennessee. Bell, an elder in the Red River Baptist Church, was well-liked and
respected by most in the community and prospered as a farmer. As Bell worked hard to raise his family and
to carve out a living, the unusual, unexpected, and terrifying happened. Between 1817 and 1821 the Bell
family were allegedly tormented day and night by some heinous menacing spirit called a "witch" known as
"Kate." Kate's remonstrations and activities were witnessed by many in the community. The events
eventually led to the death of John Bell, and he is the only person whose demise is attributed to the work of
a spirit. Written only seventy-three years after the awful events transpired, this is the story of the Bell
Witch. This is the eyewiteness account by a member of the Bell family.
The Haunted House on Film - Paul Meehan 2019-12-15
A popular phenomenon since antiquity, the image of the haunted house is one that has translated elegantly
into the modern medium of film. The haunted house transcends genre, appearing in mysteries, gothic
romances, comedies and horror films. This book is the first comprehensive historical and critical study of
themes surrounding haunted houses in film. Covering over 100 films, this reference work spans from the
Mystery House thrillers of the silent era to the high-tech, big budget productions of the 21st Century.
Included are the works of acclaimed directors such as D.W. Griffith, Robert Wise, Mario Bava, Alfred
Hitchcock, Stanley Kubrick, Tim Burton and Guillermo Del Toro. The book also covers the real-life haunted
house phenomenon and movies based on paranormal case files, including those featured in films like the
Conjuring series.
The Haunted - Ed Warren 2014-10-04
The world’s most famous demonologists, Ed & Lorraine Warren, were called in to help an average
American family who were assaulted by forces too awesome, too powerful, too dark, to be stopped. It’s a
true story, supported by dozens of eyewitnesses—neighbors, priests, police, journalists, and researchers.
The grim slaughterhouse of odors. The deafening pounding. The hoofed half-man charging down the hall.
The physical attacks, a vicious strangling, failed exorcisms, the succubus... and the final terror which
continued to torment the Smurls. In this shocking, terrifying, deeply absorbing book rivaled only by The
Amityville Horror—a case also investigated by the Warrens—journalist Robert Curran digs deep into the
haunting of the Smurl home in West Pittston, Pennsylvania, and the unshakeable family bonds that helped
them survive. Don’t miss the Warrens' blockbuster films The Conjuring and Annabelle (in theaters October,
2014.)
All That Lives - Melissa Sanders-Self 2009-06-27
Robertson County, Tennessee, early 1800s. The respectable Bell family is quietly working its rural farm,
when something utterly horrific suddenly unleashes a reign of terror upon them and their entire
community. The haunting begins with knocking on the walls. Before long, disembodied voices are heard
whispering in the night, and spectral creatures are seen floating in the field. Then, 13-year-old Betsy Bell is
brutally assaulted, and her father, John Bell, is violently tortured by an unseen force. The desperate
townspeople, frantic with fear, gather to cast the demon from their midst. But a far more insidious evil
lurks in the Bell home -- more damaging and disturbing than the Bell Witch could ever be.
Carolina Moonset - Matt Goldman 2022-05-31
Both suspenseful and deeply moving, Carolina Moonset is an engrossing novel about family, memories both
golden and terrible, and secrets too dangerous to stay hidden forever, from New York Times bestselling and
Emmy Award-winning author, Matt Goldman. Joey Green has returned to Beaufort, South Carolina, with its
palmettos and shrimp boats, to look after his ailing father, who is succumbing to dementia, while his
overstressed mother takes a break. Marshall Green’s short-term memory has all but evaporated, but, as if
in compensation, his oldest memories are more vivid than ever. His mind keeps slipping backwards in time,
retreating into long-ago yesterdays of growing up in Beaufort as a boy. At first this seems like a blessing of
sorts, with the past providing a refuge from a shrinking future, but Joey grows increasingly anxious as his
father’s hallucinatory arguments with figures from his youth begin to hint at deadly secrets, scandals, and
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begins to research the coded history he encounters in its terse, laconic entries. What he uncovers is a story
of forbidden liaisons and simmering vengeances, family secrets and cultural exiles--a story that leads him
on an investigative journey through his own past and Africa's.
A Haunted Love Story - Mark Spencer 2012-01-08
When Mark Spencer and his family moved into the beautiful old Allen House in Monticello, Arkansas, they
were aware of its notorious reputation for being haunted. According to local lore, the troubled spirit of
society belle Ladell Allen, who had mysteriously committed suicide in the master bedroom in 1948, still
roamed the grand historic mansion. Yet, Mark remained skeptical—until he and his family began
encountering faceless phantoms, a doppelganger spirit, and other paranormal phenomena. Ensuing ghost
investigations offered convincing evidence that six spirits, including Ladell, inhabited their home. But the
most shocking event occurred the day Mark followed a strange urge to explore the attic and found,
crammed under a floorboard, secret love letters that touchingly depict Ladell Allen’s forbidden, heartsearing romance—and shed light on her tragic end. This haunting true ghost story includes several
photographs of the Allen House.
Book of Common Dread - Brent Monahan 1995

suspicions long buried and forgotten. Resurfacing from decades past are mysteries that still have the power
to shatter lives—and change everything Joey thought he knew. Especially when a new murder brings the
police to his door... At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
The Jekyl Island Club - Brent Monahan 2001-06-05
When a wealthy Jekyl Island Club member dies in a suspicious hunting accident near the posh Georgia
vacation resort, Sheriff John le Brun squares off with some of 1899 America's biggest figures in the
industry, including J. P. Morgan and Joseph Pulitzer. Reprint. 10,000 first printing.
The Ashgate Encyclopedia of Literary and Cinematic Monsters - Jeffrey Andrew Weinstock
2016-04-01
From vampires and demons to ghosts and zombies, interest in monsters in literature, film, and popular
culture has never been stronger. This concise Encyclopedia provides scholars and students with a
comprehensive and authoritative A-Z of monsters throughout the ages. It is the first major reference book
on monsters for the scholarly market. Over 200 entries written by experts in the field are accompanied by
an overview introduction by the editor. Generic entries such as 'ghost' and 'vampire' are cross-listed with
important specific manifestations of that monster. In addition to monsters appearing in English-language
literature and film, the Encyclopedia also includes significant monsters in Spanish, French, Italian, German,
Russian, Indian, Chinese, Japanese, African and Middle Eastern traditions. Alphabetically organized, the
entries each feature suggestions for further reading. The Ashgate Encyclopedia of Literary and Cinematic
Monsters is an invaluable resource for all students and scholars and an essential addition to library
reference shelves.
Nevermore - Brent Monahan 2012-07-01
Only one of history's most famous detectives - Allan Pinkerton - could investigate the death of one of
literature's most famous writers - Edgar Allan Poe. In this fictional imagining of the events following Poe's
death, Allan Pinkerton, a real-life embodiment of the famed writer's C. Auguste Dupin, literature's first
detective, embarks on a journey into the life and mind of the author and poet to uncover the secrets of Poe's
life and untimely - and mysterious - death.
The Book of Secrets - M.G. Vassanji 2015-12-29
In 1988, a retired schoolteacher named Pius Fernandes receives an old diary found in the back room of an
East African shop. Written in 1913 by a British colonial administrator, the diary captivates Fernandes, who
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The Stout Stick - Brent Monahan 2016-06-15
Powerful D.C. politicians are being removed from office by something other than elections - execution-style
killings for which FBI Special Agent Nick Nettles is under pressure to find answers and suspects. That's
when a weapons smuggling investigation drops Nick in the middle of an international scheme to expand
gun distribution, block tighter U.S. gun laws and manipulate the public conversation on Second
Amendment rights. For Nick, a lawman and gun-control advocate, uncovering the truth is personal - and
could destroy his career and rock the nation, from the heights of government and industry to every citizen.
But he isn't alone - someone else has bought into the high-stakes game and is going all-in to run guns off
the table. Who will win when Death calls? THE STOUT STICK is a work of fiction. However, its central
argument we see as no less outrageous than those being presented by the gun manufacturers and their
lobbies, or the so-called "public servants" who pander to those manufacturers and lobbies for campaign
contributions. No less outrageous, either, than the attitudes of that small, but vocal, portion of the
electorate that sees even reasonable limitations to gun ownership as assaults on the Constitution and their
perceived "God-given rights."
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